


/ MISSION BRIEF 
To safely train the world’s finest combat quality aviation 
professionals, delivering them at the right time, in the 
right numbers, and at the right cost to a naval force 
that is where it matters, when it matters.

/ WE ARE TEAM CNATRA
• We are “all in” for the mission
• We are professionals dedicated to improving ourselves, 
our team, and the naval services
• We lead with integrity, moral courage, and discipline
• We are accountable to the nation, our service, each 
other, and our families
• Integrity is our foundation

/ ADMIRAL’S SUGGESTION BOX
Got a suggestion? There are several ways to submit 
your suggestions to Rear Adm. Dwyer or COS:
1. Go to: https://adss.navy.mil/applications/00sb.aspx
2. Visit www.cnatra.navy.mil and click on “Contact” 
then “Contact Us” to find a link to the suggestion box.
3. Use the link on the SharePoint portal.
4. Use the suggestion box at the CNATRA quarterdeck.

/ ON THE COVER
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas -- Civilian contractor Pete 
Echavarria wires safety devices on the hot section of 
a thermal couple on a PT6-34B engine from a T-44C 
Pegasus. Echavarria spent 10 years as a CH-53 hydraulics 
mechanic in the Marine Corps. U.S. Navy photo by Lt. Michelle Tucker.
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/ MARCH IN NAVAL AVIATION HISTORY
01 MAR 1942: Naval Reserve pilot Ensign William Tepuni, flying 
a Lockheed Hudson reconnaissance, light bombing and transport 
aircraft (PBO) from VP-82 Squadron based at NAS Argentia, 
Newfoundland, Canada, attacks and sinks German submarine U 
656. It is the first U-boat sunk by U.S. forces in World War II.
02 MAR 1973: The first four female U.S. Navy pilots begin 
training. The women are: Lt. j.g. Barbara A. Allen; Lt. j.g Judith A. 
Neuffer; Ensign Jane M. Skiles and Ensign Kathleen L. McNary.
03 MAR 1969: Initially attached to Fighter Squadron (VF) 121 
and operated out of a trailer, the Navy’s Fighter Weapons School, 
also known as “Top Gun,” is established.
04 MAR 1963: U.S. Navy C-130 Hercules aircraft complete a 
12-day rescue operation of a critically-ill Danish seaman from a 
Danish freighter off the coast of Antarctic.
07 MAR 1956: The fleet assignment of the all-weather fighter, 
F3H-2N Demon, begins with the delivery of six to VF-14 at NAS 
Cecil Field, Fla.
09 MAR 1919: The first flight from a battleship platform is made 
by Lt. Cmdr. Edward O. McDonnell in a Sopwith Camel from 
turret No. 2 of USS Texas (BB 35) while anchored at Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba.
12 MAR 1956: The first missile firing aircraft squadron, Attack 
Squadron 83, is deployed overseas aboard USS Intrepid (CVA 11).
14 MAR 1929: During the Elba, Ala., flooding, Navy planes from 
Naval Air Station Pensacola, Fla., make 113 flights carrying relief 
supplies and conducting rescues to flooded towns in southern 
Alabama and western Florida.
15 MAR 1957: A ZPG-2 airship driven by Cmdr. Jack R. Hunt 
lands at Naval Air Station Key West, Fla., after a flight that began 
March 4 at South Weymouth, Mass., then circled over the Atlantic 
Ocean toward Portugal, the African coast and back for a new 
world record in distance and endurance, covering 9,448 statute 
miles and remaining airborne 264 hours 12 minutes without 
refueling.
16 MAR 1966: Gemini 8 launches. Former naval aviator Neil 
Armstrong and Air Force Maj. David R. Scott are on this mission 
that completes seven orbits in 10 hours and 41 minutes at an 
altitude of 161.3 nautical miles.
19 MAR 1924: Curtis D. Wilbur takes office as the 43rd Secretary 
of the Navy, where he gains his greatest achievements in enlarging 
and modernizing the fleet, and establishing a naval air force that 
would become an overwhelming force during World War II.
21 MAR 1957: An A3D-1 Skywarrior aircraft piloted by Cmdr. 
Dale W. Cox, Jr., breaks two transcontinental records, one for the 
Los Angeles to New York flight in nine hours and 21 minutes, 35.4 
seconds and the other for the return back east to west flight in 
five hours and 13 minutes, 49 seconds.
22 MAR 1915: “Naval Aviator” replaces the title “Navy Air Pilot” 
for officers who become qualified as aviators.
31 MAR 1993: Two 2 EP-3E aircraft, from Fleet Air Reconnaissance 
Squadron 2 (VQ-2), are on station over the Adriatic providing 
crucial support to the delivery of humanitarian air drops over 
eastern Bosnia-Herzegovina in Operation Provide Promise. This 
operation becomes the longest running humanitarian airlift in 
history at the time and operates from February 1993 to January 
1996.
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By Bianca Moorman, Meridian Star
Growing up, Commander Meghan 
Angermann never imagined she would 
one day have a career in the military.

[Feb. 14] she became commander of 
Training Squadron Nine at Naval Air 
Station Meridian.

“I’m thankful for this opportunity and 
thankful that women are able to serve 
in more positions,” Angermann said as 
she became the first woman at NAS 
Meridian promoted to commander of 
a squadron.

Angermann, who was previously 
executive officer of the squadron, 
assumed the role during a change of 
command ceremony at NAS Meridian.

She’s been in the Navy for 20 years, 
including 11 years in Meridian, and will 
serve as commander for 15 months. 

NAS Meridian Welcomes First Female 
Commander to Training Squadron

Angermann is a native of Naperville, 
Illinois and became a member of 
the Naval Reserve Officer Training 
Corps unit at Marquette University 
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in August 
1996. After graduating with a bachelor 
of science degree in biomedical 
engineering and commissioning in May 
2000, she reported to flight training in 
Pensacola, Florida.

She later earned a master of arts 
degree in national security and strategic 
studies from the United States Naval 
War College in Newport, Rhode Island.

When she was young, Angermann said 
she didn’t picture herself being in the 
military. Her interest in aviation was 
piqued by her father, who was a pilot.

Years later, Angermann said she enjoys 
teaching young pilots how to fly.

“My favorite part is ... teaching students 
and making those connections,” 
Angermann said. “It’s really rewarding 
when you see the light bulb come on 
and know that they’re absorbing and 
learning.

“I’m very excited for this opportunity 
to lead Training Squadron Nine and 
to train our next generation of Naval 
aviators,” she said.

Angermann’s role was previously held 
by Commander Brian Baumgaertner, 
who retired on Friday after 20 years 
of service.

Baumgaertner said he wishes he could 
stick around to see what Angermann 
will bring to the squadron.

“She’s a great leader and will take 
the squadron to new heights,” 
Baumgaertner said.

MERIDIAN, Miss. Cmdr. Meghan 
Angermann is pinned by her husband, 
Capt. William Angermann, during a 
Change of Command Ceremony Feb. 
14 at Naval Air Station Meridian. 
Photo by Bianca Moorman/The Meridian Star





By Ensign Beau Nickerson
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas – In March 
we recognize and celebrate women’s 
contributions to the nation throughout 
history. Naval Aviation has come a long 
way since the first female naval aviator, 
Lt. j.g. Barbara Allen, earned her Wings 
of Gold in 1973. Today, almost 300 
women are enrolled in various stages 
of flight training pipelines including 
Strike, Maritime, Rotary, Tilt-rotor, E-2 
Hawkeye/C-2 Greyhound, and E-6 
Mercury,  

Ensign Christa Robison, a native of 
Grandridge, Florida, is a graduate of 
the Florida Institute of Technology. 
She is a student naval aviator who 
just started primary flight training at 
Training Air Wing 4, Naval Air Station 
Corpus Christi. Robison completed 
Introductory Flight Screening and 
Aviation Pre-Flight Indoctrination at 
NAS Pensacola, Florida. Here’s what 
she had to say as she embarks on her 
Naval Aviation career. 

Q: What Inspired you join the 
Navy? 
A: I have a family with a long history 
of military service. My father was a 
chief, my mother was a gunner’s mate, 
my sister was a Seabee, and my other 
sister was an Army nurse. So I definitely 
grew up with a lot of military exposure. 
Q: Have you always wanted to fly?
A: I’ve always been passionate about 
flying, and that’s really what influenced 
me to attend Florida Tech. They have a 
very unique program that allows you to 
work up to earning your commercial 
pilot’s license while streamlining your 
academic degree on campus.
Q: How much flight experience 
do you have? 
A: When I graduated from Florida Tech I 
had my multi-engine commercial pilot’s 
license along with my degree. I got my 
Flight Instructor Certificate and was an 
instructor for two and a half years. I 
have have over 1,100 flight hours.

Securing the Future:  The Next Class of Female Naval Aviators

W O M E N ’ S  H I S T O R Y  M O N T H  F E A T U R E

Q: More and more women are 
earning their wings, but the 
majority of naval aviators are 
men. Is that something you think 
about while you are going through 
your training?
A: It crosses my mind every day. As a 
woman, I’m never going to be “one 
of the guys” and that can sometimes 
make things tough when it comes to 
building comradery among my fellow 
students. However in terms of work, I 
don’t have any issues. 
Q: Do you notice any differences 
in training between you and your 
male counterparts?
A: I don’t notice any difference, the 
command does a good job fostering 
a climate of equality. Whether you are 
male or female you are held to the high 
standard expected of Navy and Marine 
Corps aviators. That’s the great thing 
about aviation, at the end of the day all 
that matters is if you are safe and have 
the skills to perform.
Q: Do you have anyone you looked 
up to as a role model?
A: I had a lot of role models growing 

up, both male and female. A lot of the 
people I looked up to and who helped 
me along my flight journey were male. 
It’s just the nature of the career. As far 
as female role models go, my mother 
has always set a great example and has 
been my biggest supporter.  
Q: By nature of where you are now 
and what you have accomplished, 
you are in a position to be a role 
model for young girls who want to 
be pilots. What advice would you 
give them?
A: Be confident and don’t give up! 
There are going to be bad days, and 
there are going to be things you 
don’t want to do. Growing up, people 
thought I wanted to be a pilot just to 
get attention, but I had a real passion 
for it and I kept going. I failed a lot in 
my past flight training. I learned from 
my mistakes and they served to make 
me into a better pilot.
Q: What aircraft do you want to 
fly in the fleet?
A: Oh, the F/A-18 Super Hornet easy! 
Jets all the way. 

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas Ensign Christa Robison, 
a student naval aviator assigned to Training Air Wing 4, 
Naval Air Station Corpus Christi, stands in front of a T-6B 
Texan II. The T-6B is the primary training aircraft for naval 
aviators. U.S. Navy photo by Ensign Beau Nickerson
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CNATRA N4, PMA-273 and NAVSUP have been working 
a lengthy collaborative effort to buy five T-6 replacement 
wings.  In September 2019, TEXTRON, the T-6 Original 
Equipment Manufacturer, began delivery of five new T-6 
Wings to Navy.  

On Jan. 29, a Field Team from Fleet Readiness Center, 
Southeast, the Navy’s T-6 Depot facility, arrived at NAS 
Corpus Christi and began the installation of the new wing.  

The FRCSE Team completed the work on Feb. 11 and 
departed for home.  T-6B 166222 is projected to be ready 
for its post-maintenance check flight later this month and 
return to flight soon after. 

Navy Awards the new T-34/T-
44/T-6 CLS Contract  

On Jan. 17, NAVAIR awarded the new seven-year 
Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) contract to 
DynCorp International (DCI).  DCI was the incumbent 
on the current contract, which began in January 2015.  
Full performance of the new contract, which provides 
maintenance and flight operations for CNATRA’s 280 
T-6s, 54 T-44s and CNAFs 17 T-34 aircraft, begins 01 
April 2020 at NAS Whiting Field, FL, NAS Pensacola, 
FL, and here at NAS Corpus Christi, TX.  This contract 
also provides T-34 maintenance and flight operations 
for CNAF commands at NAS Lemoore, CA, Oceana, 
VA, El Centro, CA, Fallon, NV, and MCAS Miramar, CA.  

T-6B Texan II Aircraft Get New Wings

Uncrating the new wing.

The crane positioning the aircraft fuselage 
above the hangar deck surface

The crane lowers the fuselage onto the wing 
below.

The wing is fully mated to the aircraft.



N4 Det. Whiting Field
CNATRA N4 Det. Whiting Field 
conducted a Maintenance Program 
Assist (MPA) and a Material Condition 
Inspection (MCI) on the T-6 Program on 
the North Field and the TH-57 Program 
on the South Field during the months 
of January and February. NAS Whiting 
Field is unique in that it has two airfields 
that fly two different types of aircraft. 
The Quality Assurance personnel at 
NAS Whiting Field are usually attached 
to a specific program and the MPA and 
MCI inspection allowed both sides of 
the field to come together to complete 
the in depth inspections. An MPA and 
MCI is conducted in preparation for an 
Aviation Maintenance Inspection (AMI) 
that is conducted by a team from 
Naval Air Forces. The AMMT team is 
scheduled to visit NAS Whiting Field 
in March and April to conduct the AMI 
for the T-6 and TH-57 Programs. 

The MPA consisted of inspecting 31 
NAMP programs and conducting drills 
and practical’s that are designed to 
allow the government to determine 
the adherence to the Naval Aviation 
Maintenance Program (NAMP). The 
CNATRA DET Quality Assurance 
personnel dedicated over 600 man 
hours to inspecting, monitoring, 
observing, reviewing instructions and 
gathering data to ensure each program 
had a thorough evaluation to ensure it 
meets the Navy standards set forth in 
the NAMP instructions. “Because this 
is contracted maintenance, it makes it 
a bit unique to inspect as it merges the 
Navy NAMP policy with the contract 
world. Overall, our job it to ensure 
they meet these requirements to 
ensure the aircraft that our instructors 
and students fly are safe”, said Wally 
Morris, a Quality Assurance Specialist 
on NAS Whiting Field. 

The Material Condition Inspection 
consisted of inspecting multiple aircraft 
to ensure they meet quality and safety 
standards. “This inspection is pretty in 
depth and allows us to dig deep into 
the aircraft to ensure the contractor 

is providing a quality service.”, said 
Spencer Pickrell, a Quality Assurance 
Specialist on NAS Whiting Field. The 
MCI inspection took multiple days 
across both aircraft platforms and it 
was a team effort from all involved. 

MILTON, Fla. Spencer Pickrell, a QAS at NAS Whiting Field inspects the engine bay of a TH-57 
helicopter for security during a recent MCI inspection. 

Following the inspections, the results 
are given to the contractor for review 
and correction of any discrepancies to 
ensure they are ready for the AMMT 
team in March. 

MILTON, Fla. Wally Morris, 
a QAS at NAS Whiting 
Field updates a maintenance 
database with discrepancies 
from the recent MPA 
inspection. 



Admiral Visits Alameda on 
Executive Engagement Visit
By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Aaron Chase, NAVCO
While Alameda has not hosted an active duty naval station 
since the closure of Naval Air Station Alameda in 1997, 
Alameda Mayor Marilyn Ezzy Ashcraft maintains that the 
relationship between the United States Navy and the city 
endures.

“The United States Navy and the City of Alameda will always 
share a strong bond, and that’s not just because of the 
decades of operation of the naval air station,” said Ashcraft. 
She pointed out that Naval Operational Support Center 
Alameda continues to support Reservists presently, and 
that the USS Hornet Sea, Air and Space Museum is berthed 
in Alameda as a monument to Naval history. Ashcraft also 
said that part of the former naval air station is the site of 
new apartments for low-income and formerly homeless 
veterans, set to open this April, and that Alameda will also 
serve as the future location of a Veterans Affairs Clinic that 
will serve veterans and their families for years to come. “We 
welcome the Navy here,” she said.

Recently, Mayor Ashcraft welcomed Chief of Naval Air 
Training Rear Adm. Daniel Dwyer to both her office at 
Alameda City Hall and to the city at large. Dwyer visited 
Alameda as part of a Navy Executive Engagement Visit. 
According to the Navy Office of Community Outreach, 
which manages the program, Executive Engagement 
Visits are outreach visits performed by Navy flag officers. 
The visits are comprised of engagements with corporate 
executives, government officials, education leaders, local 
media, veterans’ organizations, and civic groups.

“I think it’s incredibly valuable to continue to share the 
message of our Navy,” said Dwyer. “The more we’re out 
there, the more our community understands the mission of 
the Navy, what we face, and the challenges that we need to 
overcome.”

Dwyer brought a message to every group he met in 
Alameda: “We’re hiring,” said Dwyer. “We need the help of 
these communities to encourage our best and brightest to 
serve in our Navy today.”

Among the groups Dwyer met were the Alameda Business 
Network, the Alameda Rotary Association, leadership and 
supporters of the USS Hornet Sea, Air and Space Museum, 
and the Bay Area Tailhook Ready Room.

“It’s important to get the word out about what’s going on 
with the Navy,” said Craig Thomas, president of Bay Area 
Tailhook Ready Room and a retired Navy captain. The 
organization he leads, a non-profit organization affiliated with 

national Tailhook Association, seeks to foster appreciation 
for United States Navy aircraft carrier and other sea-based 
aviation. According to Thomas, its membership is largely 
comprised of veterans, many of whom had the chance to 
meet and speak with Dwyer aboard Hornet.

“It makes our hearts swell, to listen to a current naval 
officer talk about what’s going on in the Navy today,” said 
Thomas. “We have a pretty aged population, but our people 
are wonderful presenters, bringing that Navy information 
to the general public. Just by being who they are in their 
neighborhoods, they can now spread the word.”

One person who has already heard the call to join the Navy 
is future Sailor Corina Medinas. Medinas is one of a party of 
future Sailors out of Navy Recruiting Station Alameda who 
also met Dwyer aboard Hornet.

“Meeting the admiral was massively inspiring,” said Medinas. 
“I already want to work for him and make him proud.”

“When an admiral comes to visit, these future Sailors 
can actually see what it looks like at that point in a Navy 
career,” said Chief Equipment Operator Gerado Lopez, 
a Navy recruiter at Navy Recruiting Station Alameda. “It 
opens their minds up and lets them see the possibilities and 
opportunities they have in a way that a pamphlet or manual 
might not communicate. We have so many programs in the 
Navy, programs meant to allow a future Sailor to one day fill 
the shoes of an admiral.”

For Dwyer, the visit was also a homecoming, as he grew 
up there. In fact, Dwyer attended the same high school as 
Mayor Ashcraft, which she said was a source of particular 
pride for her.

“It was an honor and a privilege to meet Rear Adm. Dwyer 
during his visit to Alameda. We hope he will come back to 
visit his hometown often,” said Ashcraft.

That sentiment was echoed by Marcia McGallian, president of 
the Alameda Business Network, a professional organization 
dedicated to promoting Alameda businesses. “This being a 
Navy town, everyone is always interested in anything to do 
with the Navy here,” said McGallian.

U.S. Navy photo by MC1 Aaron Chase



How to update your NMCI 
Global Address List (GAL) 
information in milConnect
The milConnect website provides the capability to update 
individual identity and contact data. This article details how 
to access milConnect and what attributes can be changed.
Applies To:  All NMCI Users

Prerequisites: milConnect is a public key infrastructure 
(PKI)-enabled site.

Solution:
1. In the Internet browser Address bar, type https://www.
dmdc.osd.mil/milconnect and press Enter.
2. Click Update personal contact info.
3. Click the CAC tab, and click Login.
4. If prompted, enter your common access card (CAC) 
personal identification number (PIN).
5. In the Self-Service Consent to Monitor window, click 
OK.
6. Click the tab corresponding to your employment type 
(for example, MIL, CIV, or CTR).
NOTE: If multiple tabs are present, update each tab as 
appropriate.
7. Edit the fields with your information and click Submit. An 
asterisks (*) indicates a required field.
NOTE: For the Duty Sub Organization and Duty 
Installation/Location drop-down lists, select the best option 
as it relates to you.
8. A Personal information has been successfully updated to 
DEERS message will appear.

MILCONNECT QUESTIONS:
https://servman/sm/ess.do?ctx=docEngine&file=kmdocume
nt&query=id%3D%22KMW005538S%22&action=&title=K
M&queryHash=e5b11621

N6 suggests adding the NMCI HP Service Manager link 
for users to find answers to questions concerning NMCI 
applications with step by step instructions:
https://servman/sm/ess.do

Every NMCI User has access to this website (New version 
of HOMEPORT) and can search for anything by selecting the 
Search Knowledgebase link on the left side of the website.

Email Scammers are Taking 
Advantage of Coronavirus Fears 
to Impersonate Health Officials

As the death toll from the coronavirus outbreak 
continues to rise, online scammers are using 
email phishing schemes in an attempt to profit 
on people’s confusion and fear surrounding 
the virus. Security researchers have identified 
multiple phishing scams in which attackers pose 
as authorities like the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention or the World Health 
Organization in emails, offering information 
about the virus in order to trick victims into 
downloading malicious software or handing 
over their login credentials. A scam identified by 
security firm Trustwave Holdings spreads false 
claims that the virus has spread to victims’ home 
cities, then prompts users to enter their email 
passwords in order to read more information. 
Another scam teases similar information, 
then uses malicious links to direct victims to 
a fake Microsoft Outlook portal that harvests 
credentials. The World Health Organization 
released an advisory last week urging people to 
stay on the lookout for phishing scams related 
to coronavirus. Remember, when in doubt, 
copy and paste URLs into your browser rather 
than clicking hyperlinks directly. If you already 
handed over sensitive information, change 
your passwords now. Don’t panic if you believe 
you’ve already given your login credentials to 
a fraudster — change all your passwords to 
online accounts now, and set up multifactor 
authentication whenever possible.



The “Shooters” of VT-6 change command

MILTON, Fla. Commodore, Training Air Wing 5 Capt. Douglaas Rosa, right, presents outgoing Commanding Officer, Training Squadron 6 Lt. Col. 
John James with the Meritorious Service Medal during his change of command ceremony at NAS Whiting Field, Feb. 27. Photo by NAS Whiting Field Public Affairs. 



From the ACOS: 
The CNATRA Training team is roaring 
through 2020 in at full speed!  Don’t be 
surprised if a Flight Training Support 
Center (FTSC) shipmate remarks, “Its 
already March?”  Yeah, time is flying and 

we are engaged and producing professional aviation training 
content at “Surge Rate.”  The next time you see one of 
these incredible Americans from the N73 shop, be sure to 
look them in the eye and shake their hand.  Realize you are 
meeting a powerhouse professional. You will find yourself 
standing taller with an improved posture hydrated with 
patriotism!

What is the N73 shop working on?  The team (which 
includes Wing Site Support personnel) has three priority 
projects:  1) T-SHARP transition to the entire TRACOM 
by July 1, 2020.  2) Provide training content and material 
to facilitate “Project Avenger” at CTW-4/VT-28 in July 
(more on that below), and 3) Facilitiate the Rotary Wing 
implementation of the TH-57 “Bridge” syllabus (“Bridge” 
to the TH-73).  I won’t go into each line of effort here (PAO 
tells me we have to budget PDF electrons), but I will say 
that each task is a full time job in itself.  In addition, N73 is 
establishing a “Triage” process for Training Change Requests 
(TCRs) in order to keep the daily Wing support functions 
alive (we can’t “stare at the stars” too long and forget about 
the Officers in training today). 

What are the Chief Pilots up to in the N71 shop?  In 
addition to the “Avenger” project and the TH-57 transition 
to TH-73, the Pipeline Training Officers are heavily engaged 
in ensuring RDML Dwyer’s intent of providing higher 
quality aviators to the fleet in a shorter time-span is on 
the right path.  The PTOs are engaged in updating each 
pipeline syllabi and coordinating modern (21st Century) 
training media (training videos and synthetic trainers) to 
support the modern “visual” learner (SNA/SNFO).  This is 
a Competency-Based Training structure, focused on 
developing fleet mission competencies and individualized 
rate of learning to mastery. This is a shift from our current 
Criterion-Based Training structure (phase/stage/block – 
“Everybody does everything at the same pace”).  I’ll pause 
here because I don’t want to steal the Deputy’s thunder 
on the “Avenger” segment below.  If you like being part of 
Naval Aviation Training, you’ll love watching the “Avenger” 
project!

Last but not least: We bid farewell to two exceptional Naval 
Aviators in the PTO shop.  Last month, Skipper Westphall 
hung some great big medals on the chests of LCDR Gene 
“Cuba” Trelles and LCDR Mike “Smokey” Harris.  By 
the time this article goes to press, these two outstanding 
Naval Officers will likley be hearing,“Push button two for 
Departure, cleared gate for unrestriced climb” as they return 
to the populace of the grateful nation they have selflessly 
defended for the last 20 years.  Fair Winds & Followings 
Seas, Gentlemen! 

Deputy Sheppard and myself remain extremely proud to 
continue to serve with this assembly of professionals. 
-/Bug out.

CAPT “Bug” Hnatt is the Assistant Chief of 
Staff for Training and Standardization and 
part-time contributor to “The Communicator” 
(covering the Training Beat).  He enjoys 
developing training systems for unmanned 
aircraft and fellowship at command breakfast 

events.  He always remembers his CAC card and the Alamo.

Project Avenger:  We are engaged in an effort to 
revise how we train.  The flagship of this effort is Project 
Avenger.  What is Project Avenger?  Its objective is to 
produce a better, more self-sufficient aviator, proficient in a 
dynamic and fluid environment, and do so more efficiently 
than we do today.  The adopted a logo (Figure 1), is rooted in 
Naval Aviation Heritage and an eye to the future.  The TBF/
TBM Avenger was a torpedo bomber developed initially for 
the United States Navy and Marine Corps.  The Avenger 
entered U.S. service in 1942 and first saw action during the 
Battle of Midway, and remained in use until the 1960s.  The 
use of the Avenger in the logo harkens back to a time when 
almost 35,000 students earned their Wings of Gold at NAS 
Corpus Christi, which required incredible dedication and 
ingenuity to achieve such production rates.  The T-6 Texan II 
in the Avenger logo indicates that today we seek to replicate 
the dedication and ingenuity to achieve unprecedented 
production in an era of constrained resources.



Figure 1- Logo TBM Avenger & T-6B Texan

How will accomplish this?
• We make creative use of technology to facilitate student-
centric learning
• On demand, on command access to training resources
• Train in the most effective and efficient domain to achieve 
the desired learning objective
• Tailored remediation (medium appropriate remediation)
• Syllabus progression based on competence, not timeline
• Focus on airmanship as a whole vice attainment of 
individual maneuver MIF
• Restructure of traditional syllabus chokepoints (i.e., solo, 
failure to meet EOB MIF)
• Push advanced learning left

Additional desired outcomes are to reduce street-to-fleet 
time-to-train and the cost of training.

Instructional Systems Design 
in the NATRACOM

TESTING
The NAVEDTRA 134 Navy Instructor Manual Chapter 8’s 
topic is Testing.  Everyone in the Navy has been exposed to 
tests in one fashion or another.  You are probably familiar 
with norm-referenced tests (tests in which your score 
is determined by the scores of your fellow Sailors and 
Marines).  The majority of the test items used by the Navy 
are criterion-referenced (they must assess or test specific 
criteria). 

Navy training activities use tests to determine whether or 
not students have sufficient knowledge or skills to meet the 
requirements established by the learning objectives; that is, 
whether or not the student has learned the material and/or 
can meet a minimum standard.  The philosophy underlying 
Navy testing is based on the achievement of learning 
objectives.  Tests are given to determine if a student can 
demonstrate, in some measurable way, achievement of the 
objectives. 

Formal assessment is an assessment that is structured.  A 
formal assessment is one that is graded, scored, and has pre-
established grading criteria against which the learner will be 
measured.  Examples of formal assessment include:

After curriculum has been validated, course personnel 
(primarily instructors) are responsible for the maintenance 
of tests, development of additional test items, and analysis 
of tests and test items.  We are primarily concerned with 
two methods of testing: knowledge and performance.  
Knowledge tests measure achievement of objectives through 
the use of test items written at the appropriate learning 
level.  Performance tests measure skill acquisition by having 
the student demonstrate specific behaviors defined by the 
learning objectives.  This chapter focuses primarily on the 
information you will need as a Navy instructor to develop 
knowledge test items.

KNOWLEDGE TEST ITEM DEVELOPMENT 
The behavior, conditions, and standards specified in the 
objectives will determine the level of learning tested. Navy 
training uses five levels of learning which are based on 
Definitions and examples of the five learning levels are as 
follows:

• Recognition.  Recognition is the process of verbatim 
identification of specific terms, facts, rules, methods, 
principles, procedures, objects, and the like, presented 
during training.  Students select from two or more choices 
to identify the information.  For example, a test item may 
ask the students to identify a particular switch on a piece of 
equipment by matching its name to a diagram of the switch.  
That is a recognition test item if the student has been taught 
that specific information during training.

• Recall.  Recall is the verbatim remembering of specific 
terms, facts, rules, methods, procedures, principles, and 
the like.  To correctly answer a recall test item, students 
remember and respond exactly as taught.  A recall test 
item requires students to respond from memory instead of 
selecting the response from two or more choices.  Listing 
the steps of a maintenance procedure and answering a 
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completion question by labeling parts on a diagram are 
examples of recall test items. 

• Comprehension.  Comprehension is understanding what 
was taught rather than simply memorizing the words.  It 
can be demonstrated by interpreting, explaining, translating, 
or summarizing information. Comprehension requires 
students to paraphrase the material presented in the item 
rather than taking it word for word from the text.  Asking 
a student to explain how a device works is an example of a 
comprehension test item.

• Application.  Application involves the ability to use acquired 
knowledge in a job-related situation. Application questions 
require students to demonstrate knowledge through mental 
skill exercises such as solving a computational problem or 
determining resistance values from circuit diagrams. 

• Analysis/Evaluation.  Analysis involves the understanding 
of the elements of data and relationships among the data 
that make the meaning of information explicit.  Evaluation 
involves the judgment of the value or the effectiveness 
of procedures or solutions based on data, criteria, and 
standards.  For example, consider a question that asks 
the student to select the best approach to meet a stated 
objective. 

In developing knowledge test items, focus on the learning 
level being tested and write the test items to that level.  The 
five types of knowledge test items: multiple-choice, true-
false, matching, completion, and essay can be used to assess 
student master of the material.

TEST AND TEST ITEM ANALYSIS
The NAVEDTRA 132 is the Navy School House Testing 
Management Manual and Chapter 8’s topic is Test and Test 
Item Analysis.  Analyzing test and test items is a process that 
helps evaluate the effectiveness of the test and test item.  
The results of the analysis provide feedback on the test 
item and the test as a whole.  For example, is the test too 
difficult?  Is the test too easy?  Are the items ambiguous 
or miss keyed?  Is the test actually measuring what it is 
intended to measure?  Are there any objectives students 
are having more difficulty with than others? Do some tests 
have higher failure rates than others?  Do some versions of 
a test appear easier than other versions? The results of the 
analysis are used to improve the tests, improve instruction, 
and/or improve the testing program.

Tests and test items are prepared during the development 
and revision of curriculum.  During this time they are 
reviewed for content validity.  Content validity is defined as 
the extent a test measures the learning objectives.

To determine statistical validity, test and test item analysis 

techniques are needed.  Test item analysis looks at the 
individual items to determine the difficulty of the item and 
how effective the alternatives are in a multiple choice test 
item.  The following techniques are used to assist in test 
item analysis: 

• Difficulty Index 
     o Calculates the difficulty of the test item.  If the item 
does not have the correct degree of difficulty then it may 
not effectively discriminate. 
          o To calculate difficulty index, take the complete 
sample and count the number of correct answers and divide 
by the number of test takers.  The larger the index, the 
easier the item.

• Effectiveness of Alternatives (Multiple choice items)

     o If the alternative choices are illogical or not plausible, 
students may be able to select the correct response without 
knowing the material.

• Measures of Central Tendency
     o Statistical measures commonly referred to as the mean, 
median, and mode.  The mean is the statistic to be most 
concerned with during test analysis because it provides 
information on the average student.
     o If the minimum passing score is an 80 and 
the mean is an 80, then the average student is achieving 
the minimum score.  When the mean grade is low it could 
indicate the test is too difficult and when the mean grade is 
high, the test may not be challenging enough for the students.

The T-SHARP test analysis application will aid in test item 
analysis by capturing the following information:

• Number of questions answered correctly/incorrectly 
• Student responses
• Date questions were created
• Mean test grade

A Learning Organization
The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning 
Organization (Senge 1990) is a book by Peter Senge (a 
senior lecturer at MIT) focusing on group problem solving 
using the systems thinking method in order to convert 
companies into learning organizations.  There are 11 laws of 
the Fifth Discipline. 

1. Today’s problems come from yesterday’s “solutions.”
2. The harder you push, the harder the system pushes back.
3. Behavior grows better before it grows worse.
4. The easy way out usually leads back in.
5. The cure can be worse than the disease.
6. Faster is slower.



7. Cause and effect are not closely related in time and space.
8. Small changes can produce big results...but the areas of 
highest leverage are often the least obvious.
9. You can have your cake and eat it too ---but not all at 
once.
10. Dividing an elephant in half does not produce two small 
elephants.
11. There is no blame. 
12. Law #6 says “Faster is slower.” In talking about Law #5 
Senge says:

“This too is an old story:  the tortoise may be slower, but he 
wins the race.  For most American Business people the best 
rate of growth is fast, faster, fastest.  Yet, virtually all natural 
systems, from ecosystems to animals to organizations, have 
intrinsically optimal rates of growth.  The optimal rate is 
far less than the fastest possible growth.  When growth 
becomes excessive –as it does in cancer—the system itself 
will work to compensate by slowing down; perhaps putting 
the organization’s survival at risk in the process.” 

N7 Breakfast
We get together periodically to break our fast, break 
bread together, and break down the barriers of the 
cubicle walls that separate us during the day. We gathered 
Feb. 13 for a departmental breakfast, spearheaded by 
Delia Gorena, assisted by a host of colleagues. You can 
see from the pictures below the camaraderie enjoyed 
at these events make them worth the effort (calories 
don’t count for Valentine’s day).



Navy pilots back in Roswell
Roswell Daily Record
The Roswell skies and airfield offer 
“efficient flying” for Navy instructor 
pilots and their trainees, so two 
squadrons from Training Air Wing 4 are 
back to get in as many training flights, 
or sorties, as possible in a short period 
of time.

According to Commander Ahren 
Thornton and Lt. Commander Jeffrey 
Laird, members of Squadron 28, their 
group and Squadron 27 will fly about 50 
missions a day for 14 days — through 
Feb. 13 — as they use the Roswell 
Air Center for part of the primary 
pilot training young Navy and Marine 
officers undergo before advancing in 
their instruction.

Laird explained that it is not just the 
weather that brings the squadrons 
here from their home at the Naval Air 
Station in Corpus Christi, Texas, each 
winter, but numerous other factors 

such as long runways and the light 
traffic at the airfield and in the skies.

“It is very efficient flying for us,” he 
said. “We can be in the air quickly and 
doing maneuvers for a long time. A lot 
of other places, it takes a lot of time 
just to get into the air.”

He also added that typically pilots can 
see the ground 75% of the time, which 
helps them with the various maneuvers 
and skills they need to learn. The 
weather in Corpus Christi this time of 
year, Thornton said, can be fogged in 
four to five days a week.

The Training Air Wing 4 presence — 
which this year includes 30 trainees, 
about 20 instructors and a crew of 
mechanics — means a boost for the 
airfield and local hotels, restaurants 
and businesses.

Thornton and Laird said that they 
appreciate the extra effort and overtime 
that Roswell Air Center employees, 
Federal Aviation Administration air 
controllers and AV Flight employees 
put into making their training go as 
smoothly as possible.

But for trainees such as Ensign Max 
Barrowclough, originally from San 
Diego, California, the time in Roswell 
means enhanced training.

“It is going well,” he said. “It is a lot 
of fun to fly every day. You get really 
good really quickly. And everything is 
real close here. It is five minutes to get 
where you are going, so you can get a 
lot done.”

The trainees are flying east toward 
Artesia and do “touch and go’s at 
the Artesia airport. Laird said the 
training includes not only landings, 
but acrobatics, navigation training and 
map reading, and instrument training. 
Trainees work basically “around the 
clock,” every day of the week, either 
flying or preparing to fly.

They need about 43 training events 
before they can go to the next level. 
Barrowclough said that could be 
helicopters, marine security or jet 
fighters for him, depending on future 
training spots and his aptitude and 
preferences.

Having so few days in Roswell this year, 
the instructors don’t expect to meet 
with youth or college groups as they 
had time to do last year, when they 
were in Roswell for more than two 
months. But they were scheduled for a 
“meet and greet” with local officials on 
Monday afternoon.

Thornton said that Training Air Wing 4 
hopes to return every year and typically 
knows in November or December if 
the budget will allow for that.



Veterans Yoga Project Brings 
Benefits of Yoga to Sailors
By MC1 Aaron Chase, NAVCO
Before placing his hand on the gym 
floor located at Navy Operation 
Support Center Alameda, Dan Libby 
calls out “side plank” and describes 
the maneuver to the 20 Sailors and 
Marines in front of him. Each person, 
Libby included, places their right hard 
on the floor and stretches their left 
arm straight up in the air. Some struggle 
to keep their feet together and their 
bodies in a straight, diagonal line.

“Yoga includes meditation,” said Libby. 
“But it’s about mindful resilience. Right 
now, it’s about morning PT.”

Marine Major Jarrod Rothman agreed. 
“You can really feel the burn on some 
of those killer movies,” said Rothman, a 
member of 4th Force Reconnaissance 
Company located in Alameda. “I am 
now more lethal.”

Making servicemembers more lethal 
isn’t necessarily a goal of Libby, the 
executive director of the Veterans Yoga 
Project. However, he said his goals 
do include helping service members 
cultivate leadership, resilience and 
strength.

“Yoga is a system is a leadership and 
self-mastery. It promotes and sharpens 
tools that veterans use all the time,” 
said Libby. “Once people get over the 
stigma of the word ‘yoga,’ they can see 
just how effective and useful it can be.”

The Veterans Yoga Project is an is a 
nonprofit educational and advocacy 
organization dedicated to improving 
the health and well-being of military 
veterans, according to Libby. It does so 
by providing yoga classes for veterans 
and service members, and connecting 
them with teachers and program 
suitable from them; it also instructs 
yoga teachers and yoga therapists on 
the special skill set necessary to work 
with veterans who are recovering from 

stress-related mental health challenges. 
Libby calls the program for both 
veterans and their teachers “Mindful 
Resilience.”

“For us, mindful resilience is really about 
these five tools that help us manage 
life’s ordinary and extraordinary 
challenges: breathing, meditation, 
movement, rest and gratitude,” said 
Libby. “By just learning what these 
tools are, how they work in the body, 
and then getting a felt experience of 
their effects, we can hopefully help the 
men and women that we work with be 
better in whatever they do.”

Libby is a clinical psychologist who 
specializes in working with veterans 
who are dealing with post-traumatic 
stress, traumatic brain injury and 
other trauma related challenges. 
However, while working as a Yale 
post-doctoral clinical fellow at the 
West Haven Veterans Affairs Clinic in 
Connecticut, he provided a yoga class 
for the veterans there as part of group 
psychotherapy.

“At the fourth class I taught, one of 
my veterans came in before class and 
he said, ‘Hey Doc, I stopped taking my 
sleep meds, because now I can meditate 
to go to sleep,’” recounted Libby. “That 
was the moment the project was born. 
That was when I saw that these tools 
had a way of helping people empower 

themselves to overcome whatever 
their challenges are.”

From there, the Veterans Yoga Project 
has grown into a network of 1,500 
teachers across the country offering 
350 to 400 classes each month for 
veterans, according to Libby. Libby said 
his goal is now to increase its availability 
not just for veterans, but for active duty 
service members. “We are absolutely 
willing to come and offer our services 
to any veteran or active duty military 
installation or organization,” said Libby.

“I thought that the yoga session was 
outstanding. I really appreciate them 
coming out and supporting the Sailors, 
showing them techniques to relieve 
stress,” said Chief of Naval Air Training 
Rear Adm. Daniel Dwyer, who was in 
Alameda as part of a Navy Executive 
Engagement Visit. “Our Sailors have an 
incredibly demanding mission that our 
nation is counting on us to perform. 
Whether it’s through yoga, weightlifting, 
running, or just spending some time on 
personal reflection, it’s very important 
that our Sailors find a way to release 
some of that stress that we may find 
on and off duty.”

Libby said he hopes to get more 
opportunities to reach out to 
interested service members, and that 
he feels that yoga would be beneficial 
to most Sailors. “Our goal is to see this 
tool used widely,” said Libby. “Yoga can 
reduce chronic pain and sleep issues. It 
can also keep Sailors focused and on 
the top of their game.”

ALAMEDA, Calif. Dan Libby, Director of the Veterans 
Yoga Project (center), leads Sailors at Navy Operational 
Support Center Alameda in a morning yoga session. 
U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Aaron Chase



2019 4th Quarter 
Civilian of the Quarter

Jennifer V. Recio
As the Lead Defense Travel 
Administrator, Ms. Recio personally 
processed over 1,000 un-submitted 
travel vouchers within the Defense 
Travel System (DTS).  Over 200 of 
these vouchers required additional 
time consuming assistance from the 
DTS helpdesk due to the nature and 
complexity of the travel claims.  With 
meticulous and attention to detail, 
she single handedly ensured every 
voucher was expeditiously processed.  
Furthermore, displaying outstanding 
oversight, she managed the access and 
user roles for over 300 personnel by 
where she personally tracked training, 
designation letters, authorization 
documents, and waiver letters.  She also 
flawlessly processed over 350 aviator 
certificates, 95 foreign military student 
certificates, 70 carrier qualification 
certificates, and 120 spouse certificates 
for students completing their course of 
training.  Additionally, she coordinated 
with the Information Technology 
Department and co-created a new 
digital aviator certificate and wallet 
card.  

2019 4th Quarter 
Senior Civilian of the Quarter

James Pitts
Mr. Pitts was a dedicated professional 
committed to his duties, the command, 
guiding principles of the United States 
Navy, and the development of the 
future of Naval Aviation.  Displaying 
meticulous attention to detail and 
subject matter expertise, Mr. Pitts 
provided processing and oversight of 
over 6,447 active security clearances 
for military, DoD civilians and 
government contractors throughout 
CNATRA.  He single-handedly initiated 
over 219 initial and reinvestigations, 
ensuring personnel maintained the 
required security clearance eligibility.  
As the Regional Trusted Agent 
Security Manager, his leadership and 
tireless dedication in managing 30 
Security Trusted Associates ensured 
the maintenance of over 2,850 
contractor’s Common Access Card 
accounts in Security Sponsorship 
Program.  Furthermore, his foresight 
allowed for the implementation of 
the CNATRA Headquarters N1 
Action Correspondence Tracker.  His 
direct efforts were instrumental in 
streamlining correspondence and 
increasing functional transparency 
between departments.  

R E C O G N I Z I N G  E X C E L L E N C E
Civilian and Senior Civilian 

of the Quarter Program



EL CENTRO, Calif. Members of the 
U.S. Navy Flight Demonstration Squadron, 
the Blue Angels, perform morning turn-
up operations at Naval Air Facility El 
Centro, California., Feb. 8. The Blue Angels 
are conducting winter training at NAF 
El Centro, California, in preparation for 
the 2020 show season. U.S. Navy photo by Mass 
Communication Specialist 1st Class Cody Hendrix.


